




To be a leading World-Class University, committed to raising a New 
Generation of Leaders in all fields of Human endeavours      
To create knowledge and restore the dignity of the black man via a 
Human Development Total Man Concept-driven curriculum 
employing innovative, leading-edge teaching and learning 
methods, research and professional services that promote 
integrated, Life-applicable, life-transforming education, relevant to 




“Raising a new generation of leaders through a qualitative and life-
applicable training system that focuses on value and skill 
development.”
“Raising a new generation of leaders through a broad-based 
qualitative education built on sound biblical principles culminating 
in the birth of path-finders, pace-setters and trail-blazers.”
“Raising a new generation of leaders who shall redeem the battered 
image of the black race and restore her lost glory as this trained 
army of reformers begin to build the old wastes, repair the wasted 
cities and raise the desolation of many generations.”
MANDATE
FOUNDING PHILOSOPHY
Covenant University is built on the philosophical platform espoused 
in the following aphorisms:
    A departure from form to skill
   A departure from knowledge to empowerment
   A departure from figures to future building
    A departure from legalism to realism
    A departure from points to facts
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A WORD FROM THE CHANCELLOR
DR DAVID O. OYEDEPO
CHANCELLOR AND CHAIRMAN, BOARD 
OF REGENTS, COVENANT UNIVERSITY
There is moun ng and clearly incontrover ble 
evidence that the quality of human resources or 
human capital available to a na on is directly 
related to the produc vity, economic growth and 
real development experienced by that na on. 
From development history, we know that 
wherever educa on goes, there goes civiliza on. 
Knowledge is not just the new currency of the 
world, it has always been the currency whose 
strength and relevance determines the 
prosperity of any na ons.
The quality of human 
resources available for 
d eve l o p i n g  a  n a  o n 
depends on the quality 
of educa on and 'skill 
crea on' that the 
na on's educa onal 
r e s o u r c e  b a s e 
makes available. 
Economists have 
d e v e l o p e d  a 
variety of models 
a n d  i d e a s  t o 
e x p l a i n 
d i ff e r e n c e s  i n 
g r o w t h  r a t e s 
among countries, 
invariably featuring 
the importance of 
human capital.
The reason for this 
should not be farfetched, in 
that a qualita vely educated 
society will provide crea ve a p p r o a c h  t o 
produc vity, resul ng in higher rates of innova on, 
and engender higher levels of development. 
The major reason why many African economies 
are failing to meet primary developmental 
aspira ons is due to the dearth of innova ve and 
produc ve knowledge base.
Educa on has proved to be a most veritable 
vehicle for na onal transforma on in human 
history. No na on ever rises above her investment 
in quality educa on. A former Prime Minister of 
Ireland was once asked; "how did your na on come 
out of her economic rots"? He answered: 
" Ed u ca  o n !  M o re  Ed u ca  o n ! !  A n d  m o re 
Educa on!!!"
This is why Covenant University remains 
commi ed to leading a revolu on in Educa on by 
offering the quality of educa on that can match 
what any other na on may offer her ci zenry. The 
vis ion of Covenant University as an 
ins tu on was born out of a passion for 
change. 
That is why we have always 
c l a i m e d  t h a t  C o v e n a n t 
University is not just an 
ins tu on of higher learning 
but indeed a revolu on in 
educa on. I believe that 
u n   l  o n e ' s  m i n d  i s 
renewed life cannot be 
prac cally transformed.
'Rebuilding' must 
begin with 'rethinking'. It 
is possibility thinkers 
that turn out to be great 
reformers. I also believe 
that sound educa on is 
the sure founda on of 
every great na on.
We therefore do 
n o t  n e e d  j u s t 
e d u c a   o n ,  w e 
desperately need the 
right kind of educa on, 
raising the right kind of leaders, promo ng the right 
kind of values and gradua ng the right kind of 
s t u d e n t s ,  t o  b r i n g  a b o u t  q u a l i t y  a n d 
transforma onal changes that this part of the world 
desperately requires today. 
T h i s  i s  o u r  n u m b e r  o n e  a n d  av o w e d 
commitment here in Covenant University. 
On this note, you are welcome to Covenant 
University's Release of Eagles 2020. 
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S/N TITLE NAME DESIGNATION 
MEMBERS OF THE SENATE 
 
1. Prof. Abiodun H. Adebayo Vice-Chancellor/Chairman          
2. Dr. Oluwasegun J. Omidiora Registrar/Secretary
3. Dr. Mercy A. Iroaganachi Ag. Director, Centre for Learning Resources  
4. Prof. Akan B. Williams Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies
5. Prof. Uwalomwa Uwuigbe  Dean, College of Management and Social Sciences
6. Prof. Olujide A. Adekeye Dean, College of Leadership and Development Studies
7. Prof. David O. Omole Dean, College of Engineering
8. Prof. Temidayo V. Omotosho Dean, College of Science and Technology
9. Prof. Conrad A. Omonhinmin Dean, Student Affairs 
10. Prof. Emeka E. J. Iweala Director, Covenant University Centre for Research, Innovation and Discovery
11. Prof. David O. Olukanni Director, Covenant University Central Instrumentation Research Facility 
12. Prof. Francis E. Idachaba Director, Open Distance Learning
13. Prof. Francis O. Iyoha HOD, Accounting
14. Prof. Akunnaya P. Opoko HOD, Architecture
15. Prof. Israel S. Afolabi HOD, Biochemistry 
16. Prof. Solomon U. Oranusi  HOD, Biological Sciences
17. Prof. Olabosipo I. Fagbenle  HOD, Building Technology
18. Prof. Adenike A. Adeniji HOD, Business Management
19. Prof. Vincent E. Efeovbokhan HOD, Chemical Engineering 
20. Prof. Joseph A. O. Olugbuyiro  HOD, Chemistry
21. Prof. Anthony N. Ede  HOD, Civil Engineering
22. Prof. Evans S. Osabuohien  HOD, Economics and Development Studies
23. Prof. Emmanuel Adetiba HOD, Electrical and Information Engineering 
24. Prof. Mayowa O. Ajibola  HOD, Estate Management
25. Prof. Innocent E. Chiluwa HOD, Languages and General Studies 
26. Prof. Samuel A. Iyase  HOD, Mathematics
27. Prof. Joshua O. Okeniyi HOD, Mechanical Engineering 
28. Prof. Oyinkpreye D. Orodu  HOD, Petroleum Engineering
29. Prof. Mojisola R. Usikalu  HOD, Physics
30. Prof. Daniel E. Gberevbie HOD, Political Science and International Relations
31. Dr. Abiola A. Babajide Ag. HOD, Banking and Finance
32. Dr. Olufunke O. Oladipupo Ag. Computer and Information Sciences
33. Dr. Kehinde O. Oyesomi HOD, Mass Communication
34. Dr. Sussan O. Adeusi Ag. HOD, Psychology
35. Dr. Tayo O. George Ag. HOD, Sociology
36. Prof. Olubukunola R. Uwuigbe  Department of Accounting
37. Prof. Ochie A. Ikpefan     Department of Banking and Finance
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38. Prof. Shalom N. Chinedu Department of Biochemistry
39. Prof. Olubanke O. Ogunlana Department of Biochemistry
40. Prof. Obinna C. Nwinyi  Department of Biological Sciences
41. Prof. Olawole O. Obembe  Department of Biological Sciences
42. Prof. Grace I. Olasehinde  Department of Biological Sciences
43. Prof. Chinonye L. Moses  Department of Business Management
44. Prof. Roland E. K. Worlu Department of Business Management
45. Prof. Abiodun J. Omoleye  Department of Chemical Engineering
46. Prof. Olayinka O. Ajani Department of Chemistry
47. Prof. Nsikak U. Benson Department of Chemistry
48. Prof. Kolawole O. Ajanaku Department of Chemistry
49. Prof. Victor C. Osamor Department of Computer and- Information Sciences
50. Prof. Ambrose A. Azeta  Department of Computer and Information Sciences
51. Prof. Philip O. Alege Department of Economics and Development Studies
52. Prof. Isaiah O. Olurinola Department of Economics and Development Studies
53. Prof. Aderemi A.A. Atayero  Department of Electrical and Information Engineering
54. Prof. Anthony U. Adoghe Department of Electrical and Information Engineering  
55. Prof. Sanjay Misra Department of Electrical and Information Engineering  
56. Prof. Charles U. Ogbulogo  Department of Languages and General Studies
57. Prof. Anthony O. Inegbenebor    Department of Mechanical Engineering
58. Prof. Olayinka S. Ohunakin  Department of Mechanical Engineering
59. Prof. Oluseyi O. Ajayi Department of Mechanical Engineering
60. Prof. Roland T. Loto Department of Mechanical Engineering
61. Prof. Sunday O. Oyedepo Department of Mechanical Engineering
62. Prof. Marvel L. Akinyemi Department of Physics
63. Prof. Ahzegbobor P. Aizebeokhai Department of Physics
64. Prof. Sheriff Folarin Department of Political Science and International Relations
65. Prof. Abiodun M. Gesinde Department of Psychology 
S/N TITLE NAME DESIGNATION 
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I welcome you to our 15th Convoca on Ceremony, 
“The Release of Eagles 2020 where this gradua ng 
class will be released as “World Changers”. Covenant 
University is an ever-growing, dynamic, vision-
birthed, and vision-driven University, founded on a 
Chris an ethos and commi ed to pioneering 
excellence at the cu ng edge of learning. Covenant 
is a royal academy birthed on the pla orm of a 
compelling vision to raise a new genera on of 
leaders, especially for the African 
Con nent.  Our mission at 
Covenant is to develop the 
total man who will, in 
turn, develop his world. 
Over the last 18 years, 
o u r  e x p e r i e n c e 
strongly indicates 
t h e  g r e a t 
p o t e n   a l s  w e 
h a v e  a s  a 
u n i v e r s i t y  i n 
i n s   t u   n g  a 
w o r l d - c l a s s 
learning context 
r i c h  i n 
e d u c a   o n a l 
o p p o r t u n i   e s , 
r e s e a r c h ,  a n d 
scholarship.  As  a 
leading world-class 
i n s   t u   o n  t o d a y , 
Covenant has consistently 
received several notable a w a r d s  a n d 
recogni ons that validate her leading strides in the 
educa onal sector. Our vision (Vison-10-2022) of 
becoming one of the first ten leading Universi es in 
the world is fast becoming a reality. To the glory of 
God, Covenant University is in the rankings of world 
class universi es thus, valida ng the prophe c 
mandate. Since Covenant entered into the Times 
Higher Educa on (THE) World University 
Rankings in 2019, she has consistently been a 
leading force in virtually all aspects of the 
rankings.
Times Higher Educa on World University 
Rankings 
In the three recently released rankings: 
Ÿ Covenant was ranked top 600 in the 
Impact Ranking. By this ranking, she 
emerged as the best of the five 
Nigerian Universi es listed in the 
2021 THE Impact Rankings. 
Ÿ Covenant is the only private 
University in Nigeria listed in 
t h e  2 0 2 1  T H E  I m p a c t 
Rankings. 
Ÿ Covenant topped other 
Nigerian Universi es in 
S D G  1(No Poverty ) , 
SDG2 (Zero Hunger), 
S D G  4  ( Q u a l i t y 
Educa on), SDG6 (Clean 
W a t e r ) ,  S D G 7 
(Affordable and Clean 
E n e r g y ) ,  S D G 1 2 
( R e s p o n s i b l e 
C o n s u m p   o n  & 
Produc on), S D G13 
( C l i m a t e  A c   o n ) , 
S D G 1 4  ( L i fe  b e l ow 
Water), SDG15 (Life on 
Land), and SDG16 (Peace, Jus ce, and 
Strong Ins tu ons). 
Ÿ In the 2021 THE Subject Rankings, 
Covenant maintained her leading status as 
the best Nigerian University in the World 
University Rankings by Subject and ranked 
201-250 in Business and Economics. 
PROF. ABIODUN H. ADEBAYO
VICE-CHANCELLOR, COVENANT UNIVERSITY
VICE-CHANCELLOR'S WELCOME WORD 
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Covenant was the only Nigerian University 
ranked in the Computer Science discipline and 
ranked in the top 800 globally. Covenant was 
ranked top 600 in Engineering and top 800 in 
the Physical Sciences discipline worldwide. 
Some Notable Na onal and Interna onal Awards 
and Recogni ons 
In the last three years the awards and 
recogni ons the University received include the 
following among others:
Covenant Wins Interna onal Sustainable 
Campus Network Excellence Award
The Pet City Bricks, a project submi ed by 
Covenant University Enactus, was selected as a 
winner of the 2021 Interna onal Sustainable 
Campus Network Excellence (ISCN) Awards in 
the Whole Systems Approach Category. The 
entry was selected as a project that exemplifies 
the principles of the ISCN, and an outstanding 
example of excellence in this category. The 
Covenant Enactus Pet City Bricks had previously 
won the Enactus Nigeria Na onal Compe  on in 
2019 and 2020 respec vely as well as the 
Professor Ayodele Awojobi Design Compe  on 
in 2020. The ISCN Awards which began in 2009 
had been won by world class universi es in the 
past. Covenant University became the first 
University in Africa to win this award. 
Covenant Received Africa's Best World Class 
Quality Educa on Private University of the 
Decade Award
The 7th African Quality Achievement Awards, 
ini ated by The African Quality Ins tute, 
selected Covenant as the winner of the 2021 
"Africa's Best World Class Quality Educa on 
Private University of the Decade."
Covenant Bags Gold Medals at 2020 World 
Inven on Crea vity Olympic 
Products of Covenant University won gold 
medals at the World Inven on Crea vity 
Olympic (WICO) 2020, organized by the Korea 
University Inven on Associa on in Seoul, South 
Korea. 
Covenant Received Excellence in Quality 
Entrepreneurship Educa on Award
The Award was presented to the University by 
The Entrepreneurship and Empowerment 
Ini a ve of Nigeria (TEEiN), in recogni on of 
Covenant's contribu ons to entrepreneurship 
educa on in Nigeria. 
UNESCO Chair on Plant Biotechnology in 
Covenant 
Covenant has signed a formal agreement with 
UNESCO for the establishment of UNESCO 
Chair on Plant Biotechnology. The UNESCO 
Chair is established within the framework of the 
UNITWIN/UNESCO Chairs Programme.
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Covenant Emerged Best at United Na ons 
Global People's Summit Best Hub  
Covenant emerged winner of the 2018 United 
Na ons General Assembly (UNGA) Global 
People's Summit by offering what was adjudged 
the best presenta on on how Sustainable 
Developments Goals (SDGs) could be realised. 
The UN declared the Covenant Global People's 
Hub as the best at the conclusion of the Summit, 
which featured a global live telecast of ac vi es 
at the Covenant end and from other hubs in New 
York and other parts of the world.
Covenant Emerged Outstanding Ter ary 
Educa onal Learning Environment and Facility 
Award
The award was in recogni on of the serene 
learning environment complemented by the 
outstanding facili es provided by the university, 
which makes Covenant conducive for learning, 
thereby ensuring excellence in the academic 
performance of her students, nurturing them into 
future leaders. 
Covenant  Received Most  Outstanding 
University in Nigeria Award 
Covenant was conferred for the second 
consecu tve year with the “Most Outstanding 
University in Nigeria” Award at the Nigerian 
Entrepreneurs Award. 
Covenant Selected to Host the African Centre of 
Excel lence in  Appl ied Informa cs  and 
Communica on
Following the assessment visit of the World Bank 
team to Covenant, the University was selected to 
host the African Centre of Excellence in Applied 
Informa cs and Communica on (CApIC-ACE). 
The ACE project is a World Bank funded project 
being coordinated by the Na onal Universi es 
Commission (NUC). 
Covenant Researchers Leads top 500 in Nigeria
According to the computa ons by SciVal, 
featuring the scholarly output of the top 500 
authors in Nigeria over the period 2015 to 2020, 
five Covenant researchers were ranked in the top 
among the top 10 researchers with well over 20% 
of the 500 are affiliated to Covenant.
C o v e n a n t  G ra d u a t e s  R a n ke d  a s  M o s t 
Employable in Nigeria
Covenant emerged as the ins tu on with the 
most employable graduates ra ng in Nigeria. This 
is according to the 2018 edi on of The Nigerian 
Graduate Report published by STUTERN, an 
online pla orm that focuses on training and 
connec ng talented youths in Nigeria with 
employers for internships as well as entry-level 
jobs. With 83.70%, Covenant tops the list of 
Nigerian Universi es for the second  me.
To the Graduands
I wish to congratulate the graduands as well as 
their parents and guardians on this noble 
achievement. I like to admonish the gradua ng 
students, whose set has been prophe cally 
christened “World-Changers”, to dare to make a 
big difference. Be agents of change, light-bearers, 
solu on providers, trailblazers, and pathfinders in 
confron ng the numerous challenges bedeviling 
your different na ons today.  Congratula ons, 
congratula ons, and congratula ons!
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CITATION OF DR. VALENTINE OBI  (KEYNOTE SPEAKER) 
DR. VALENTINE OBI
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Valen ne Obi, a tech-entrepreneur, is the Founder 
and Group Chief Execu ve Officer of eTranzact 
Global. eTranzact is Africa's leading provider of 
mobile banking and payment services, with 
opera ons in some African countries, including 
Nigeria. He is also the founder and architect of 
XCEL Inc, the newest challenger bank in London, 
United Kingdom. XCEL enables users to open a full 
UK Bank Account (Sort Code and Account Number) 
in less than five minutes, with complete UK 
regulatory compliance of KYC and 
A M L (An  Money Laundry) 
processes embedded. XCEL 
African roadmap is well on 
its course with some 
c o u n t r i e s  a l r e a d y 
signed on. 
He has an extensive 
e x p e r i e n c e  i n 
I n f o r m a   o n 
Technology sector 
and has served in 
various capaci es 
both  loca l ly  and 
interna onally as a 
project director of 
various I T  projects, 
including World Bank 
assisted projects in different 
countries. In 2003, Valen ne 
became the first African to receive the coveted 
C o m p u te r wo r l d  H o n o rs  G o l d  M e d a l  o f 
Achievement in San Francisco, USA, for innova ve 
and visionary use of informa on technology to 
produce and promote posi ve, social, economic 
and educa onal change. By this, his work is listed 
in over 150 libraries around the world, including 
Harvard, etc.
In January 2008, his company received “The Most 
Innova ve Product of the Year” award from the 
Central Bank of Nigeria. Other awards received 
includes: 2012 Best Mobile Payment Ini a ve 
Award in South Africa; 2014 Mobile Payment 
Solu on of the Year Award by LEAD Africa, etc. 
Just a er AfCFTA was signed off by the African head 
of states, Valen ne was one of two Nigerians 
appointed to the Advisory Council of African Trade 
Gateway (ATG) by Afreximbank in Egypt. ATG is a 
vehicle for accelera ng intra-African trade and 
ul mately support the a ainment of the goals of 
the African Con nental Free Trade Agreement. ATG 
recognizes the cri cal role digital technology will 
play in facilita ng intra-African trade, 
boos ng access to trade finance and 
diversifica on of African trade from 
commodi es to manufacturing 
and services. Our role in the 
Council, is to provide advice 
and guidance on the strategic 
ATG roadmap.
In addi on to his love for 
technology and applica ons, 
Valen ne is also involved in 
the development of the 
educa onal sector, He is a 
pioneer member of the 
B o a r d  o f  R e g e n t s  o f 
Covenant University and a 
lecturer at the Word of Faith 
Bible ins tute, WOFBI. As 
one of his give back to his 
community, he started JIL Founda on with his wife, 
to help the educa on of the less privileged around 
his sphere of influence. He is a Provincial pastor 
with the Living Faith Church Worldwide, a member 
of Young Presidents Organiza on (YPO) / World 
Presidents Organiza on (WPO) and a member of 
the Ins tute of Directors (IOD), Nigeria.
Valentine holds a Doctorate degree from 
International School of Management, Paris, France. 
He also holds an MBA from Instituto de Empressa, 
Madrid, Spain and an alumnus of the Harvard 
Business School, Boston, USA 
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Keynote Address -Dr. Valentine Obi         10.05am – 10.25am
Admission to Higher Degrees 
 
10.25am – 10.40am










Graduands to be seated  8.00am – 8.30am










Anthems - CU Band 9.17am – 9.22am 
Welcome         -Registrar 
 
9.22am – 9.25am
Bible Reading  - BOR Member 
 
9.25am – 9.28am
Declaration by the Chancellor 
 
9.28am – 9.30am


























Event                                                              Time  
Turning of Tassels 11.00am – 11.02am
Goodwill Messages 11.02am – 11.07am
Response by the Best 
Graduating Student 
11.07am – 11.11am
Announcement  - Chair, CPC 11.11am – 11.14am
Vote of Thanks    - Dean, SPS 11.14am – 11.17am
Benediction & Closing 11.17am – 11.23am










As the procession commences and the Covenant University Band provides music, the 
Assembly will remain standing for the Academic Procession. The Procession will enter 
the Convoca on Arena in the following order:
Vice-Chancellor's Procession, led by Head, Academic Affairs, 
Ÿ   Director, Centre for Entrepreneurial Development Studies, 
Ÿ  Director, Physical Planning and Development 
Ÿ  Director, Interna onal Office and Linkages 
Ÿ  Alumni President
Ÿ  Ag. HoDs
Ÿ  Professors
Ÿ  Professor/HOD
Ÿ  Director, Centre for Systems and Informa on Services
Ÿ  Director, Academic Planning Unit
Ÿ  Director, African Leadership Development Centre
Ÿ  Director, Open Distance Learning 
Ÿ  Director, Covenant University Centre for Research Innova on and Discovery
Ÿ  Dean, Student's Affairs
Ÿ  The Deans of Colleges
Ÿ  The Dean School of Postgraduate Studies
Ÿ  The Chaplain
Ÿ  Director, Centre for Learning Resources
Ÿ  Director, Financial Services
Ÿ  Registrars from other Universi es
Ÿ  Visi ng Vice-Chancellors
Ÿ  Visi ng Pro-Chancellors
Ÿ  University Orators
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Ÿ  Registrar, Covenant University
Ÿ  Former Vice-Chancellors, Covenant University
Chancellor's Procession
The Assembly will rise as the Chancellor's Procession enters.
Ÿ Vice-Chancellor
Ÿ Keynote Speaker
Ÿ Execu ve Secretary, NUC





Arise, O compatriots, 
Nigeria's call obey
To serve our fatherland
With love and strength and faith
The labor of our heroes past
Shall never be in vain
To serve with heart and might
One nation bound in freedom, 
peace, and unity.
Oh God of creation, 
direct our noble cause
Guide our leaders right
Help our youth and truth to know
In love and honesty to grow
And living just and true
Great lofty heights attain
To build a nation where 









We are bound by an oath
Obeying rules to rule
Making Kings of youths
Flying high on covenant wings
Wisdom's call for change
Inspired, on fire
With courage 





Light and knowledge to shine
Glorious foundation stone




Wisdom's call for change
Inspired, on fire





When the Chancellor has taken his seat, the Assembly will take their seats. The 
Master of Event will rise and call for an opening prayer. This will be followed by: the 
Na onal and the Covenant University Anthems
1.  Opening Prayer
2.  Na onal and Covenant university Anthems
3. Welcome by the Registrar 
4. Bible Reading
5. Declara on by the Chancellor
Immediately a er the Bible Reading, the Vice-Chancellor will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Upon the powers conferred on me as the Vice-Chancellor of Covenant University, I 
have the honour and privilege to respec ully call upon the Chancellor, to declare the 
Assembly cons tuted. The Chancellor, Sir”.
The Chancellor will rise, and say:
“Upon the powers conferred on me by the University Statute as the Chancellor of 
Covenant University, and Chairman of the Board of Regents, in the name of the Lord 
Jesus Christ, the Son of the Living God,  I  now  declare  this  Assembly,  a  convoca on  
of  Covenant University, cons tuted for the purpose of the award of First and Higher 
Degrees of the Covenant University.” 
The Chancellor takes his seat.
6.  Address by the Execu ve Secretary, NUC
The Vice-Chancellor will rise, doff his cap and say:
“I have the honour and privilege to call upon the Execu ve Secretary,
NUC to address the Convoca on. The Execu ve Secretary, Sir.”
7. The Execu ve Secretary, NUC addresses the Convoca on
ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS
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8. Address by the Vice-Chancellor
A er the address by the Execu ve Secretary, NUC, the Registrar will rise, doff his cap 
and say:
“May  I  respec ully  invite  the  Vice-Chancellor  to  address  the Convoca on”. The Vice-
Chancellor delivers his address 
9. Address by The Chancellor
A er the Vice-Chancellor's address, the Vice-Chancellor will doff his cap and say: “May I 
respec ully invite the Chancellor to address the Convoca on”. 
The Chancellor addresses the Convoca on.
10. Cita on of the Keynote Speaker
11. Keynote Address
A er reading the cita on, the reader will say:
“I have the honour and privilege to call upon Dr. Valen ne Obi to deliver the Keynote 
Address.' 
Dr. Valen ne Obi delivers the keynote address.
12.  ADMISSION TO HIGHER DEGREES
The Vice-Chancellor will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Chancellor, Sir, the persons whose names will be called have fulfilled the requirements 
of the Statutes and Regula ons of the School of Postgraduate Studies, Covenant 
University, and have been found worthy both in character and in learning to be admi ed 
to the Master's and Doctor of Philosophy Degrees of their various Colleges”.
School of Postgraduate Studies
The Registrar will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Will the Graduands in the School of Postgraduate Studies please rise and remain 
standing. I now call on the Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies to present his 
candidates for the conferment of Higher Degrees”.
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The Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies, will rise, doff his cap and address the 
Chancellor as follows:
“Chancellor, Sir, in the name of the Colleges, and by the authority of Senate, I have the 
honour to present to you the persons standing and those absent for sufficient cause, 
who have been found worthy both in character and in learning, whose names appear 
on this list and for whom I stand proxy, to be awarded the Master of Arts, Master of 
Business Administra on, Master of Science, Master  of  Engineering  and  Doctor  of  
Philosophy  Degrees  in (Accoun ng,  Architecture,  Banking  and  Finance,  
Biochemistry, Biology, Building Technology, Business Administra on, Chemical 
Engineering, Civil Engineering, Computer Engineering, Computer Science, 
Demography and Social Sta s cs, Economics, Electrical and Electronics  Engineering,  
English,  Estate  Management,  Industrial Chemistry,  Industrial  Mathema cs,  
Industrial  Physics,  Industrial Rela ons  and  Human  Resource  Management,  
Informa on  and Communica on Engineering, Interna onal Rela ons, Management 
Informa on System, Marke ng, Mass Communica on, Mechanical Engineering,  
Microbiology,  Petroleum  Engineering,  Policy  and Strategic Studies, Poli cal Science, 
Psychology, Public Administra on and Sociology) of Covenant University”. 
The recipients will remain standing while the Chancellor says:
“I admit you all''
The Dean will read out the names of the Gradua ng Students for Ph.D as they file out 
to shake hands with the Chancellor and the Vice-Chancellor.
13. ADMISSION TO FIRST DEGREES
The  Vice-Chancellor  will  rise,  doff  his  cap  and  address  the 
Chancellor as follows:
“Chancellor, Sir, the persons whose names will be called have fulfilled the 
requirements of the Statutes and Regula ons of Covenant University, and have been 
found worthy both in character and in learning to be admi ed to the Degrees of their 
various Colleges”.
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A.  College of Leadership and Development Studies
The Registrar will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Will the Gradua ng Students in the College of Leadership and Development Studies 
please rise and remain standing. I now call on the Dean, College of Leadership and 
Development Studies to present his candidates for the conferment of Degrees.”
The Dean, College of Leadership and Development Studies will rise, doff his cap and 
address the Chancellor as follows:
“Chancellor,  Sir,  in  the  name  of  the  College  of  Leadership and Development 
Studies and by the authority of Senate, I have the honour to present to you the persons 
standing and those absent for sufficient cause, who have been found worthy both in 
character and learning, whose names appear on the list and for whom I stand proxy, to 
be awarded the Degree of Bachelor of Science/Art in (English, Interna onal Rela ons, 
Policy and Strategic Studies, Poli cal Science and Psychology) of Covenant University”. 
The recipients will remain standing while the Chancellor says:
“I admit you all.”
The Dean will read out the names of Graduands on the first class list as they file out to 
shake hands with the Chancellor  and the Vice-Chancellor
B. College of Management and Social Sciences
The Registrar will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Will the Graduands in the College of Management and Social Sciences please rise and 
remain standing. I now call on the Dean, College of Management and Social Sciences 
to present his candidates for the conferment of Degrees”.
The Dean, College of Management and Social Sciences, will rise, doff his cap and 
address the Chancellor as follows:
“Chancellor, Sir, in the name of the College of Management  and Social Sciences, and 
by the authority of Senate, I have the honour to present to you the persons standing 
and those absent for sufficient cause, who have been found worthy both in character 
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and in learning, whose names appear on this list and for whom I stand proxy,  to be 
awarded the Degree of Bachelor of Science in (Accoun ng, Banking and Finance, 
Business Administra on, Demography and Social Sta s cs, Economics, Industrial 
Rela ons and Human Resource Management, Marke ng,Mass Communica on and 
Sociology) of Covenant University”.
The recipients will remain standing while the Chancellor says:
“I admit you all.”
The Dean will read out the names of Graduands on the first class list as they file out to 
shake hands with the Chancellor and the Vice-Chancellor.
C.   College of Engineering
The Registrar will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Will the Gradua ng Students in the  College of Engineering please rise  and  remain  
standing.  I  now  call  on  the  Dean,  College  of  Engineering to present his candidates 
for the conferment of Degrees”. 
The Dean, College of Engineering will rise, doff his cap and address the Chancellor as 
follows:
“Chancellor, Sir, in the name of the College of Engineering and by the authority of 
Senate, I have the honour to present to you the persons standing and those absent for 
sufficient cause, who have been found worthy both in character and learning, whose 
names appear on the list and for whom I stand proxy, to be awarded the Degree of 
Bachelor of  Engineering  in  (Civil  Engineering,  Computer  Engineering, E l e c t r i c a l  
a n d  E l e c t r o n i c s  E n g i n e e r i n g ,  I n f o r m a t i o n  a n d Communica on 
Engineering,  Mechanical  Engineering,  Chemical Engineering and Petroleum 
Engineering) of Covenant University”. 
The recipients will remain standing while the Chancellor says:
“I admit you all.”
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The Dean will read out the names of Graduands on the first class list as they file out to 
shake hands with the Chancellor.
D.   College of Science and Technology
The Registrar will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Will the Gradua ng Students in the   College of Science and Technology please rise 
and remain standing. I now call on the Dean, College of Science and Technology to 
present his candidates for the conferment of Degrees”
The Dean, College of Science and Technology will rise, doff his cap and address the 
Chancellor as follows:
“Chancellor, Sir, in the name of the College of Science and Technology and by the 
authority of Senate, I have the honour to present to you the persons standing and 
those absent for sufficient cause, who have been found worthy both in character and 
learning, whose names appear on the list and for whom I stand proxy, to be awarded 
the Degree of Bachelor of Science in (Architecture, Building Technology, Estate  
Management,
Biology, Biochemistry, Microbiology, Industrial Chemistry, Computer Science, 
Management Informa on System, Industrial Mathema cs and Industrial Physics) of 
Covenant University”.
The recipients will remain standing while the Chancellor says:
“I admit you all.”
The Dean will read out the names of Graduands on the first class list as they file out to 
shake hands with the Chancellor and the Vice-Chancellor.
14. TURNING OF TASSELS
15. Goodwill Messages
The Registrar will rise, doff his cap and say:
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“All Visi ng Vice-Chancellors, Registrars and friends of Covenant University are 
now invited to come out and present their goodwill messages to the Vice-
Chancellor.”
All Vice-Chancellors will come out, shake hands with the Vice-Chancellor, deliver 
their goodwill  messages and return to their seats.
16. Response on behalf of Gradua ng Students
The Registrar will rise and call upon the Best Gradua ng student to respond on 
behalf of the graduates.
17. Announcements
The Chairman, Convoca on Planning Commi ee will rise and make some special 
announcements.
18. Vote of Thanks
The Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies will move the vote of thanks.
19. Benedic on and Closing
The Vice-Chancellor will rise and doff his cap and say:
“May I respec ully call upon the Chancellor to give the benedic on  and declare the 
Convoca on closed”.
The  Chancellor  will  give  the  benedic on  and  declare  the
Convoca on closed by saying:
“In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost, I now declare this 
Convoca on closed”.
20.  Covenant University  and Na onal Anthems
The University Anthem will be played
The Na onal Anthem will be played.
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The Procession will leave the University Chapel in the reverse order as follows 




Ÿ Vice-President, Educa on The Board of Regents 
Ÿ Execu ve Secretary, NUC
Ÿ Chancellors of other Universi es
Ÿ Pro-Chancellors of other Universi es
Ÿ Vice-Chancellor
Ÿ Vice-Chancellors of other Universi es 
Ÿ Registrars of other Universi es 
Ÿ Registrar
Ÿ Director, Financial Services
Ÿ Director, Centre for Learning Resources
Ÿ The Chaplain
Ÿ The Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies
Ÿ The Deans of Colleges
Ÿ Dean, Students' Affairs
Ÿ Director, Physical Planning and Development, 
Ÿ Director, Centre for Systems & Informa on Services, 
Ÿ The Sub-Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies, 
Ÿ Members of Senate.
The Assembly will be requested to remain standing un l the procession has 
le  the Convoca on Arena
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1. B. Sc Accounting (4yrs)
2.  B. Sc Banking and Finance (4yrs)
3.  B. Sc Business Administration (4yrs)
4. B. Sc Industrial Relations and Human Resource Management (4yrs)
5.  B. Sc Marketing (4yrs)
6.  B. Sc Demography and Social Statistics (4yrs)
7.  B. Sc Economics (4yrs)
8.  B. Sc Mass Communication (4yrs)
9.  B. Sc Sociology (4yrs)
10.  B. Sc International Relations (4yrs)
11. B. Sc Policy and Strategic Studies (4yrs)
12.  B. Sc Political Science (4yrs)
13.  B. Sc Psychology (4yrs)
14.  B. A  English (4yrs)
15.  B. Eng Civil Engineering (5yrs)
16.  B. Eng Computer Engineering (5yrs)
17.  B. Eng Electrical & Electronics Engineering (5yrs)
18.  B. Eng Information and Comm. Engineering (5yrs)
19.  B. Eng Mechanical Engineering (5yrs)
20.  B. Eng Chemical  Engineering (5yrs)
21.  B. Eng Petroleum Engineering (5yrs)
22.  B.Sc Architecture (4yrs)
23.  B.Sc Building Technology (5yrs)
24. B.Sc Estate Management (5yrs)
25.  B.Sc Biology (4yrs)
26.  B.Sc Biochemistry (4yrs)
27.  B.Sc Microbiology (4yrs)
28.  B.Sc Industrial Chemistry (4yrs)
29.  B.Sc Computer Science (4yrs)
30.  B.Sc Management Information System (4yrs)
31.  B.Sc Industrial Mathematics (4yrs)




1. M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Accounting
2.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Banking and Finance
3.  M.Sc, MBA, M.Phil, Ph.D Business Administration
4. M.Sc, MBA, M.Phil, Ph.D Industrial Relations and Human Resource   
Management
5.  M.Sc, MBA, M.Phil, Ph.D Marketing
6.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Demography and Social Statistics
7.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Economics
8.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Mass Communication
9.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Sociology
10.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D International Relations
11. M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Policy and Strategic Studies
12.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Political Science
13.  MPA, M.Phil, M.Sc, Ph.D Public Administration
14.  M.A, M.Phil, Ph.D Counselling
15.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Psychology
16.  M.A, M.Phil, Ph.D  English
17.  M.Eng, M.Phil, Ph.D Civil Engineering
18.  M.Eng, M.Phil, Ph.D Computer Engineering
19.  M.Eng, M.Phil, Ph.D Electrical and Electronics Engineering
20.  M.Eng, M.Phil, Ph.D Information and Communication Engineering
21.  M.Eng, M.Phil, Ph.D Mechanical Engineering
22.  M.Eng, M.Phil, Ph.D Chemical  Engineering
23.  M.Eng, M.Phil, Ph.D Petroleum Engineering
24. M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Architecture
25.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Building Technology
26.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Estate Management
27.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Biology (Applied Biology & Biotechnology)
28. M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Computer Science
29.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Biochemistry
30. M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Microbiology
31.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Industrial Chemistry
32.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Management Information Systems
33.  M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Industrial Mathematics
34. M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Industrial Physics
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THE SCHOOL OF POSTGRADUATE STUDIES LIST OF GRADUATING STUDENTS
1 1 BISI-ADENIYI Chris anah Oluwatosin 04CG01146 Female
2 1 ABESSOLO Ntsame De e 17PBC01696 Female
3 2 ANAKE Scholas ca Andokie 18PBC01782 Female
4 3 DONTELE Edwin David 17PBC01569 Male
5 1 ADEKUNLE Esther 18PAH01802 Female
6 2 AGUBO Chioma Onajiyoma 04AH00698 Female
7 3 ALUFOGE Olufunso Kehinde 17PAH01707 Male
8 4 APWENUM Agape Joan 18PAH01803 Female
9 5 EBIERI Favour Pagaibi 18PAH01804 Female
10 6 OGUNNOWO Oluwaseyi Emmanuel 12AI013513 Male
11 7 OKOYE Chinyere Enefaka 18PAH01805 Female
12 8 OLAGBADEGUN Opeyemi Mercy 18PAH01875 Female
13 9 OMBO Kuro Nahum 17PAH01719 Male
14 10 ONUZURUIKE Chidiebere Sandra 18PAH01806 Female
15 11 PAM-DUSU Samantha 18PAH01807 Female
16 12 UZOMA Pamela Chiamaka 18PAH01808 Female
17 1 AWOBIYI Fadekemi Margaret 18PMC01832 Female
18 1 EFE-IMAFIDON Osalumense Joel 18PAI01829 Male
19 2 ELOMIEN Esther Nkem 18PMP01829 Female
20 3 ITUA Osayande Queen 17PMP01716 Female
21 1 AKINFOLARIN Oluwaseyi Afolabi 08BB07261 Male
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1 DAHUNSI Olajide David 18PAA01727 Male26
2 KAFIDIPE Abiola Kowiat 18PAA01723 Female27
3 OKEKE Yvonne Kosisochukwu 12AA012890 Female28
4 OKEME Faith Ojone 18PAA01725 Female29
5 OMOREMI Oluwatayo Deborah 17PAA01687 Female30
6 OMOTOYE Oluwatamilore Temidayo 18PAA01728 Female
COLLEGE	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	SOCIAL	SCIENCES	
M.Sc Accoun ng
1 DYAJI Gimbia Mata 12AI013498 Female
2 ETIM Abasimfon Paul 18PMP01830 Female24
3 IDOWU Oluwatobiloba Adedamola 18PMP01831 Male
M.Sc Public Administra on
31
1 DADA Augus na Esitse 14PAB00637 Female32
2 EDEWOR Ogheneofejiro Jesujoba 18PAB02064 Female33
3 KEHINDE Segun Isaac 13AA014470 Male34
4 MAREGA Eseoghene Beryl 18PAB01745 Female35
5 OGUNDIPE Mary Oluwaseun 17PAB01689 Female36
6 OGUNTULA Omodesola Tolulope 18PAB01747 Female37
7 OLUSANYA Fiyin Boluwa fe 11AB011215 Female38
8 OYO-ITA Dorothy Edet 11AD011287 Female39
1 ADEFESO Omobolanle Blessing 11CH012164 Female40
2 ADEJUMO Babafemi Adesina 18PAB01743 Male41
3 AKPABIO Imaobong Effiong 18PAB01744 Female42
4 OPUTA Alma Jamachi 10CG011037 Female43
5 CHRIS-OSSAI Ekenedilichukwu Blessing 12CH014337 Female44
6 JOHNSON Ruth Boma 17PMB01690 Female45
7 MAMODU Chris an Amana 17PMB01691 Male46
8 ODETOLA Ifeoluwa Oluwatosin 18PMB01751 Female47
9 ODOLE-ADEYEMI Rachael Oluwatosin 11AB011204 Female





THE SCHOOL OF POSTGRADUATE STUDIES LIST OF GRADUATING STUDENTS
1 AYODELE Ezekiel Oladele 18PAE01766 Male
50 2 DUH Emelda Bi-ikah 18PAE01767 Female
51 3 IYORIOBHE Omonbhude 17PAF01546 Male
52 4 NWOGU Fred 18PAE01768 Male
53 5 NWOSU Joy Onuchi 12AE013259 Female
54 1 ADESANYA Oreoluwa Dorcas 12AF013282 Female
55 2 AHAKA Uju Abigail 17PAF01694 Female
56 3 AMONU Ogechi Chiagozie 12AF013295 Female
57 4 AREO Oluwafadekemi Shalom 12AF013301 Female
58 5 AYODELE Mercy Toluwase 17PAF01695 Female
59 6 DARAMOLA Praise Jesutomi 13AF014918 Female
60 7 EDAFE Oluwatosin Deborah 18PAF01772 Female
61 8 OKU Asa-Ruth Oboko 18PAF01774 Female
62 9 OLAREWAJU Favour Oluwabukola 12AF013357 Female
63 10 UBAH Ifeanyi Jeremiah 18PAF01775 Male
64 1 AFOLABI Mosinmileoluwa Aishat 18PAG01784 Female
65 2 CHIMEZIE Peace Onyedikachi 18PAG01786 Female
66 3 OMOZOKPIA Davidson Osagie 18PAG01790 Male
67 4 ONWUKA Chukwuma Alex 18PMG01907 Male
68 5 OSHO Olusegun Olalekan 18PAG01791 Male
69 6 OLARINDE Adetayo Rahman 18PMG01908 Male
70 7 SAMUEL-HOPE Divine Chinyere 18PAG01782 Female
71 8 TOLASE Olawunmi Ajoke 17PAG01699 Female
M.Sc Finance
M.Sc Demography and Social Sta s cs
M.Sc Economics
1 CHIMA Menyelim Mathias 18PAG01785 Male
73 2 EDIOMIABASI Oluwafemi Tome  17PMB01535 Female
74 3 KOMOLAFE Ti lope Deborah 18PAG01787 Female
75 4 OKEREKE Yvonne Karachi 18PAG01789 Female




THE SCHOOL OF POSTGRADUATE STUDIES LIST OF GRADUATING STUDENTS
1 AKINBIYI Faith Olalekan 15PMB01126 Female
2 CHUKWU Pa ence Chidinma 18PAC01795 Female
3 MOSIMABALE Unini Grace 12AC013043 Female
4 MUKAN Deborah Joseph 11AA011056 Female
5 OBEMBE Oluwanifemi Oladipupo 18PAC01797 Male
6 ODELOYE Oderonke Feyikemi 18PAC01798 Female
1 ACHONWA Sarah Uche CU0311200002 Female
83 2 ADEYERI Oyetola Ibukunoluwa 18PAC02055 Female
84 3 IMUZEZE Comfort Uwayeme 17PAC01704 Female
85 4 ODUNMORAYO Toyosi Dorcas 18PAC01799 Female
86 5 OKON Queensley Eteyen 10AK010657 Female
87
1 KUYE Precious Yemisi 12AD013074 Female88
1 BASSEY Eddy Luvelyn 17PAD01560 Female89
1 CHINEDU-ASOGWU Nkechinyere Chekwube 18PBE01815 Female90
2 NDUBUEZE Naomi Chima 11BE011486 Female91
3 NWOSU Ernest Nwabueze 18PBE01816 Male92
4 OLABANJO Joy Omolayo 18PBE01817 Female93
5 OREDOLA Opeyemi Olaoluwa 12BE013156 Male94
6 TAYO-ADIGBOLUJA Afolayan Georgianna 12BE013162 Female95
1 AJET Seun Glory 17PBG01717 Female96
2 ANUKWU Ikechukwu Emmanuel 12BG013215 Male97
3 AROGBONLO Elizabeth Abimbola 18PBG01834 Female98
4 EGBE Godwin 12BG013221 Male99
5 NOEL Tolulope Olivia 18PBG02051 Female100
6 OMI-JAJA Soibim 09BG09057 Female
M.Sc Industrial Rela ons and Human Resource Management
Masters of Business Administra on (MBA)
M.Sc Marke ng













THE SCHOOL OF POSTGRADUATE STUDIES LIST OF GRADUATING STUDENTS
1 ADEYANJU Emmanuel Dotun 11CI012240 Male105
2 AKPAN Victor Elijah 18PCI01753 Male106
3 DAVIES Iyinoluwa Emmanuel 18PCI01754 Male107
4 NWAFOR Chris ana Onyinye 11CI012270 Female108
5 NWANKWO Chinyere Olufemi 11CI012271 Female109
6 OGUNDARE Oluwatosin Jacobs 11CI012273 Male110
7 OGUNWOLE Adewale Daniel 18PCI01755 Male111
1 AKANLE Boladele Ma hew 17PCJ01693 Male112
2 ALASHIRI Olaitan Abdulrafiu 18PCJ02073 Male113
1 ADENUGBA Favour Toluwanimi 11CK012393 Male114
2 ADESANYA Ayokunle Olusola 11CK012394 Male115
3 AKINMEJI Adesina Samuel 18PCK01776 Male116
4 BANGO Owolabi Peter 15PCK01080 Male117
5 DAUDU Afah Toyin 18PCK01777 Female118
6 OGBE Divine Jegbefume 18PCK01778 Male119
7 OSUNLANA Ismail Babatunde 11CK012526 Male120
8 SOYEMI Adebola Oluyemisi 11CK012537 Female121
1 ETTA Michael Naejii 17PCK01705 Male122
1 BABAREMU Kunle Olufemi 17PCM01713 Male123
2 EFEMWENKIEKIE Kelvin Uyi 17PCM01714 Male124
3 ESSIEN Victor Bassey 18PCM02050 Male125
4 JOHN Morounfoluwa Emmanuel 18PCM01818 Male
M.Eng Civil Engineering
M.Eng Electrical and Electronics Engineering
M.Eng Computer Engineering
M.Eng Mechanical Engineering
M.Eng Informa on and Communica on Engineering
1 DICK Deinma Tamunoibuome 18PCF01752 Female
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7 AJAYI Oluwatobi Omokolade 14CA017472 Male140
8 AJONYE George Oche 18PCA01730 Male141
9 AKINWOLE Olamide Olaoluwa 14CA017473 Male142
10 ASINOBI Alma Amarachi 14CA017476 Female143
11 BITRUS Nenrit Jahota 18PCA01731 Female144
12 EGHOBAMIEN Omarosa Virginia 14CA017480 Female145
13 ELENDU Danieo Chidindu 14CA017481 Male146
14 FADESERE Oladimeji Michael 14CA017482 Male147
15 GBOTOSHO Jesumiseun Oreoluwa 13CB015734 Female148
16 JOHNSON Prince David 14CA017486 Male149
17 OAHIMIRE Jemimah Mewuese-Ter 14CA017491 Female150
18 OGUNSADE Ayoola Amos 18PCA01732 Male151
19 OKE Jerome Oscar 18PCA01733 Male152
20 OKPANACHI Paul Ojonugwa 14CA017499 Male153
21 OKUBOTE Feyisayo Opeyemi 14CA017500 Female154
22 OLAGBADEGUN Marvelous Oluwapemi 14CA017503 Female
5 NOIKI Ayodeji Abiola 18PCM01819 Male127
6 OLADIPUPO Segun Isaac 09CM09817 Male128
7 ORIYOMI Moses Oluwayimika 15PCM01210 Male129
8 OYELEKE Oyetunji Olumuyiwa 18PCM01820 Male130
9 SHOPEJU Obiajulu Oyekunle 06CM04714 Male
132 1 EFAJEMUE Akpovi Ewarezi 18PCN01827 Male
133 2 IWUAJOKU Sandra Chiamaka 08CN08398 Female
1 ADEBOYE Akitoye Adegboyega 18PCA01729 Male134
2 ADELOWO Ibukunoluwa Elizabeth 14CA017467 Female135
3 ADIGUN Tomilayo Felicia 13CA015662 Female136
4 AGOMUO Ikenna Ugochukwu 14CA017471 Male137
5 AHIRE Ngumimi Esther 13CB015721 Female138







156 24 OMOIJIADE Joshua Akhigbe 12CA014072 Male
157 25 PELA Ogheneyoma Enanga 14CA017513 Female
158 26 PIRISOLA Heritage Oyindamola 12CA014082 Female
159 27 TEMOWO Adebajo Olatunji 18PCA01734 Male
160 28 UWAGWU Ifeoluwa Daniel 14CA017484 Male
161 1 ADESINA Gbolahan Olayinka 18PCP01736 Male
162 2 BAKARE-AKPATA Osarobo 18PCP01737 Female
163 3 OKWARA Peace Chinwendu 18PCP01738 Female
164 4 OPARA Sandra Chiamaka 09CP010117 Female
165 1 ADEYEMI Gideon Adewale 17PCO01623 Male
166 2 AJAYI Tolulope Olusegun 18PCO01740 Male
167 3 OLOMUKORO Enameguono Ethel 12CO014156 Female
168 1 ABIMBOLA Oluwamayowa Adebolarinwa 12CB014091 Male
169 2 AKANYA Cinwonsoko Nimma 07CB05784 Female
170 3 AKINDILENI Babatunde Oluwaseun 18PCB01741 Male
171 4 DANTONG Dang Gyang 10CB010877 Male
172 5 DASHE Chalya Ladi 18PCB01742 Female
173 1 OKEDIYA Theresa Taye 18PCG01761 Female
174 2 OKEZIE Adaugo Fiona 18PCG01762 Female
175 3 UDENWAGU Nnaemeka Evaristus 18PCG01763 Male
176 4 WILLIAMS Toro-Abasi Edem 18PCG01764 Male
177 1 AFOLABI Taiwo Olumide 15PCL01103 Male
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THE SCHOOL OF POSTGRADUATE STUDIES LIST OF GRADUATING STUDENTS
179 3 OWOLABI Damilola Racheal 11CL012655 Female
180 1 EKPUKA Joseph Eronmonsele 08CC07696 Male
181 2 IYAYE King Tamunodikibugerere 12CC014247 Male
182 3 NLEBEMUO Tochukwu Mar ns 12CC014252 Male
183 4 OLOMIEJA Ayodele Ojo 17PCC01701 Male
184 1 OGUNDILE Opeyemi Paul 09CD010469 Male
185 1 AKINPELU Akinwumi 18PCE01793 Male
186 1 ABDULGANIYU Awal 17PCH01710 Male
187 2 BISHUNG Janet Ugummaye 18PCH01811 Female
188 3 EDOSOMWAN Imue nyan Boma 11CH012188 Female
189 4 EJIOBIH Chukwuebuka Joshua 12CH014345 Male
190 5 KOYEJO Ooreofeoluwa Itunuoluwa 12PCH014356 Female
191 6 OMOREMI Olushola Aus n 17PCH01711 Male
192 1 ADEBOWALE Damilola Rimat 18PCQ01821 Female
193 2 AJAYI Ayodeji Samuel 18PCQ01822 Male
194 3 KAYODE-AFOLAYAN Olushola Damilola 18PCQ01823 Female
195 4 OGUNLEYE Bimpe Omowunmi 18PCQ01824 Female
196 5 OGUNRINOLA Grace Ayooluwa 17PCQ01715 Female
197 6 OKAFOR Sandra-Emmanuella Chinonso 12CQ014231 Female
198 7 OKEDIYA Cecilia 18PCQ01825 Female
199 8 OTITOLAYE Folashade 18PCQ01826 Female
M.Sc Industrial Chemistry
M.Sc Industrial Mathema cs
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Ph.D Banking and Finance
208 1 ADU Cecilia Adurayemi 14PAG00790 Female
Ph.D Business Administra on
209 1 AYENI Adebanji William 05AA01733 Male
210 2 FADEYI Olatunji Idowu 13PAB00471 Male
211 3 OLAOYE Bolaji Ganiu 14PAB00804 Male
212 4 TAIWO Ayinde Akeem 14PAB00797 Male
Ph.D Demography and Social Sta s cs
213 1 ADEKOLA Paul Oluwatomipe 13PAE00490 Male
Ph.D Economics
214 1 ALAYANDE Folarin Olugbenga CUGP120398 Male
215 2 BEECROFT Ibukun CU021100044 Female
216 3 EJEMEYOVWI Jeremiah Ogaga 15PAF01059 Male
217 4 ONAYEMI Serifat Olukorede CUGP100316 Female
200 1 OLANREWAJU Ilemobola Peter 04AH00723 Male
201 1 AJAGBA Caleb Okezie 15PAI01236 Male
202 2 CHUKWUDI Celes na Ekene 15PAI01232 Female
203 3 IDOWU Samuel Sunday 14PAI00870 Male
Ph.D Public Administra on
204 1 ABASILIM Ugochukwu David 04AJ00761 Male
205 2 SARUMI Fausat Remilekun 04AI00760 Female
206 1 AJAYI Anijesushola Olusegun 04AA00034 Male







218 1 AJAYI Samuel Abiodun CUGP120446 Male
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232 1 BABALOLA Oluwatosin Dorcas 16PCA01314 Female
233 1 IHEAGWAM Franklyn Nonso 08CP07484 Male
234 2 JOEL Wisdom Oluwayemi CUGP080211 Female
235 3 OLAWOLE Tolulope Dorcas 05CP03236 Female
236 1 BELLO Oluwakemi Adetutu 13PCP00536 Female
1 EWEOYA Ibukun Onaolapo CUGP110371 Male







Ph.D Informa on and Communica on Engineering
225 1 OSHIN Oluwadamilola Ifeoluwa 04CK01479 Female
Ph.D Mechanical Engineering
226 1 AWORINDE Abraham Kehinde 14PCM01200 Male
227 2 DIRISU Joseph Osekhoghene 16PCM01441 Male
228 3 OKOKPUJIE Imhade Princess 17PCM01598 Female
229 4 SALAWU Enesi Yekini 17PCM01599 Male
Ph.D Petroleum Engineering
230 1 MOSOBALAJE Olatunde Olu 12PCN00459 Male
231 2 ORODU Kale Barbara CUGP110378 Female
237
Ph.D Industrial Rela ons and Human Resource Management
219 1 WARIBO Young Jonah 14PAC00844 Male
Ph.D Mass Communica on
220 1 ADESINA Evaristus Adedapo 15PBE01182 Male
221 2 IKE Nwakerendu Fort 13PBE00568 Male
222 3 ODIEGWU-ENWEREM Oliver Chuks 14PBE00849 Male




224 1 OYEBISI Solomon Olakunle 16PCI01436 Male
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248 1 AKINLABI Grace Oluwafunke 14PCD00855 Female
249 2 ODETUNMIBI Oluwole Akinwumi 13PCD00572 Male
250 3 OKAGBUE Hilary Izuchukwu 13PCD00574 Male
251 1 ADEWUSI Oladimeji Mustapha CUGP100358 Male
252 2 OMETAN Oluwafunmilayo Oluwayemisi 13PCE00579 Female
253 1 ADESINA Tomilola Damilola CUGP100353 Female
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M.Sc
SUMMARY OF THE 2019/2020 POSTGRADUATE 







































1 ONI Abiodun Samson 13PCL00556 Male
2 PETER Nkolika Joy 13PCL00557 Female
244 4 BOLADE Oladotun Paul 16PCC01405 Male
245 5 KAYODE Akinlolu Olaolu 14PCC00808 Male
246 6 OLANREWAJU Ifedolapo Olufunke 04CC01055 Female
247 7 OYEDEJI Abdulrasaq Olalekan 14PCC00810 Male
Ph.D Estate Management
240
241 1 ABIAZIEM Chioma Vivian 14PCC00807 Female
242 2 ADEDAPO Emmanuel Adebusayo 13PCC00542 Male
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6 82 84 14
59 230 168 34
58 212 187 17
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BEST STUDENT IN UNIVERSITY
College of Management and Social Sciences
ESONU, Chisom Vanessa 4.91
Business
Administration
College of Leadership and 
Development Studies




EZEUDUJI, Daniel Ikechukwu 4.91
Mechanical
Engineering
UMEH, Emmanuel Chinedu 4.91 Mechanical
Engineering
JAMES-OKORO, Paula-Peace Onyinyechi 4.98 Biochemistry









their triumph in 
the 2020 Enactus 
National 
Competition. It 
was a successful 
defence of their 
championship as 
Team Covenant 
had also won the 








4. College of Science and Technology
JAMES-OKORO, Paula-Peace Onyinyechi
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BEST STUDENT IN DEPARTMENTS:
ACCOUNTING
OKONKWO, Ekenedilichukwu Wisdom 4.90 Accounting
BANKING AND FINANCE
FYNEFACE, Ingibo Victory 4.70 Banking and Finance
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
ESONU, Chisom Vanessa 4.91 Business Administration
ECONOMICS & DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
GBEWORO, Oyindoubra Ebisuobo 4.91 Economics
MASS COMMUNICATION
OLAJIDE, Ayobami Glory 4.90 Mass Communication
SOCIOLOGY
MORGRIDGE, Elizabeth Oluwatosin 4.67 Sociology
LANGUAGE & GENERAL STUDIES
OKPE, Peace Ihotu 4.25 English
POLITICAL SCIENCE & INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
WILLIAMS, Taiwo Oluwafunmbi 4.81 International Relations
PSYCHOLOGY
SOGBESAN, Olufemi Ifunanya 4.59 Psychology
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
MAKINWA, Toluwanimi Ayodeji 4.82 Chemical Engineering
CIVIL ENGINEERING
SALAKO, Omogbolahan Babatunde 4.90 Civil Engineering
ELECTRICAL & INFORMATION ENGINEERING
UDOCHI, Dikamsiyochi Young 4.84 Computer Engineering
EZEUDUJI, Daniel Ikechukwu 4.91 Mechanical
Engineering
UMEH, Emmanuel Chinedu 4.91 Mechanical
Engineering
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING


















BEST STUDENT IN DEPARTMENT
ARCHITECTURE
ODEWUMI, Anuoluwa Nissi 4.71 Architecture
BIOCHEMISTRY
JAMES-OKORO, Paula-Peace Onyinyechi 4.98 Biochemistry
MOLA, Iyanuoluwa Praise 4.91 Microbiology
BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
UDOCHI, Ebubechi Queen 4.77 Building Technology
CHEMISTRY
ATOHENGBE, Prudence Osahenomanse 4.93 Industrial Chemistry
COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCES
FAMBEGBE, Olaleke Abiodun 4.94 Computer Science
MAKPOKPOMI, Oritsegbubemi Oshioyomeohro 4.94 Computer Science
ESTATE MANAGEMENT
JESUSEGUN, Deborah Adeogo 4.48 Estate Management
MATHEMATICS
IKHILE, Janet Adaze 4.87 Industrial Mathematics
PHYSICS
DIM, Chiazam Christine 4.93 Industrial Physics
BEST STUDENT IN PROGRAMMES
Accounting
OKONKWO, Ekenedilichukwu Wisdom 4.90
Banking and Finance
FYNEFACE, Ingibo Victory 4.70
Business Administration
ESONU, Chisom Vanessa 4.91
Industrial Relations and Human Resource Management
OJEI, Awele Rachael 4.62
Marketing




















OLAJIDE, Ayobami Glory 4.90
Sociology
MORGRIDGE, Elizabeth Oluwatosin 4.67
OKPE, Peace Ihotu 4.25
International Relations
WILLIAMS, Taiwo Oluwafunmbi 4.81
Policy and Strategic Studies
CHIMA, Joy  Amarachi 4.42
Political Science
ISICHIE, Daniel . 4.51
Psychology
SOGBESAN, Olufemi Ifunanya 4.59
Chemical Engineering
MAKINWA, Toluwanimi Ayodeji 4.82
Civil Engineering
SALAKO, Omogbolahan Babatunde 4.90
Computer Engineering
UDOCHI, Dikamsiyochi Young 4.84
Electrical and Electronics Engineering
METTA, Chisom Erica 4.80
Information and Communication Engineering
ALADE, Olabimpe Bolatito 4.69
Mechanical Engineering
EZEUDUJI, Daniel Ikechukwu 4.91
UMEH, Emmanuel Chinedu 4.91
Petroleum Engineering
OLATUNJI, Ibukunoluwa David 4.69
Demography and Social Statistics
EGBAS, Eno-Emem Michelle 4.59
Economics
GBEWORO, Oyindoubra Ebisuobo 4.91



















BEST STUDENT IN PROGRAMMES
ODEWUMI, Anuoluwa Nissi 4.71
Biochemistry
JAMES-OKORO, Paula-Peace Onyinyechi 4.98
Biology
AJANI, Comfort Oluwapelumi 4.54
Microbiology
MOLA, Iyanuoluwa Praise 4.91
Building Technology
UDOCHI, Ebubechi Queen 4.77
Industrial Chemistry
ATOHENGBE, Prudence Osahenomanse 4.93
Computer Science
FAMBEGBE, Olaleke Abiodun 4.94
MAKPOKPOMI, Oritsegbubemi Oshioyomeohro 4.94
Management and Information System
AJIA, Tolulope Esther 4.88
Estate Management
JESUSEGUN, Deborah Adeogo 4.48
IKHILE, Janet Adaze 4.87
Industrial Physics














COVENANT UNIVERSITY AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS  (2015-2021)
2021
Ÿ Covenant Ranks No.1 in the 2021 THE SDG 
Impact Rankings in Nigeria and Top 600 
globally
Ÿ Covenant Africa's Best World Class Private 
Varsity of the Decade in Quality Education
Ÿ Covenant First African University to Win the 
International Sustainable Campus Network 
(ISCN) Award in 9 Years, under the Whole 
Systems Approach with her PET City Bricks 
Submission
Ÿ C ovenan t  Ranks  2nd  Bes t  i n  2021 
Webometrics Rankings among Nigerian 
Universities
Ÿ Covenant Faculty Wins 2020 Science 
Communication Award
2020
Ÿ C o v e n a n t  w i n s  s p e c i a l  p r i z e  t o 
for promoting Research and Innovation for 
Development in Nigeria, presented by National 
Association of Science and Research, Lebanon     
Ÿ Covenant Faculty Invents Automatic Sanitiser 
Dispenser 
Ÿ  Covenant Researcher Leads Top 500 in Nigeria
Ÿ Covenant Rises 50 Places to 101-150 in THE 
Young University Rankings 
Ÿ  Covenant Librarian Tops at Inaugural African 
Library Week Challenge 
Ÿ  Covenant Graduate Wins 2020 L'Oréal-
UNESCO UK Women in Science Rising Talent 
Award 
Ÿ  Covenan t  P rogrammes  Main ta in  Fu l l 
Accreditation Status
Ÿ  Covenant Dominant in Scival's Top 500 Nigeria 
Authors' Ranking 
Ÿ  Covenant remains Best Private Varsity in Quality 
Education
Ÿ  Covenant crosses 5,000 Publications Milestone 
for the First Time Since Inception 
Ÿ  World Bank, AAU, NUC approve Covenant's 
Africa Centre of Excellence Team 
Vice-Chancellor, Covenant University, Prof. Abiodun H. Adebayo (right), receiving the Best World Class 
Private University Award of the Decade at the 2021 African Quality Awards 
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Ÿ  Covenant Ranks 91st in 2020 THE Emerging 
Economies Rankings 
Ÿ  Covenant Leads Group of Times Higher 
Education Ranked Institutions in Nigeria 
Ÿ  Covenant Emerges Best Nigerian Varsity in 
APWEN Projects Contest 
Ÿ Covenant Research Output at its Highest since 
Inception 
Ÿ Covenant emerges Best Research Institution in 
Nigeria! 
Ÿ Covenant Wins Enactus National Championship 
2 Years in a Row
Ÿ Covenant Boasts 90% of Top 10 Authors in 
Engineering
Ÿ Covenant Boasts 80% of Top 10 Authors in 
Computer Science
Ÿ Covenant Bags Gold Medals at 2020 World 
Creativity Olympic
Ÿ Covenant Notches 22.04% Year-on-Year 
Increase in THE World Reputation Rankings
Ÿ Covenant Best Nigerian University in Global 
Subject Rankings 2021
2019
Ÿ Covenant Wins 2019 Pan-African Universities 
Debating Championship (PAUDC) 
Ÿ Covenant Faculty wins Excellent, Best Paper 
Awards at India Conference 
Ÿ Covenant Best Entrepreneurship Development 
University of the Year 2019 
Ÿ Covenant's Research Publications Cross 1,000 
Mark in Reference Year 
Ÿ Covenant: Nigeria's Most Outstanding Higher 
Institution of the Year 2019 
Ÿ Covenant Graduate Relishes Triumph at Lagos 
Architecture Competition 
Ÿ 2020 THEWUR Subject Rankings: Covenant 
makes big move in Engineering and Technology, 
debuts in Computer Science 
Ÿ Covenant Attains Test Venue for IELTS 
Ÿ THE 2020 Ranking Data-Set Places Covenant 
Among Top 10 Movers 
Ÿ Covenant Crosses 4000 Publications Volume in 
Scopus 
Ÿ World University Rankings: Covenant Records 
Best Year on Year Increase among Peers 
Ÿ Covenant Takes Big Leap in World University 
Rankings, Ranks 401-500 
Ÿ Covenant Graduate Wins JCI Outstanding 
Young Person of Nigeria Award 
Ÿ 60% of Top 10 Authors in Nigeria from Covenant 
Ÿ Covenant University: Saviour of Private 
University Initiative in Nigeria – NUC Scribe 
Ÿ Covenant Enactus Team Wins National Enactus 
Championship 
Ÿ Faculty, Student Boost Covenant in Accounting 
Events
Ÿ Covenant Ranks 36th among Varsities Founded 
in the 21st Century 
Ÿ Covenant Blazes the Trail again, Ranks Top 200 
among World's Young Universities 
Ÿ Covenant Graduates Facilitate Success of FG's 
Programmes – Vice-President 
Ÿ Covenant Graduate Bags Presidential Award for 
Outstanding National Service 
Ÿ Covenant Graduates' Startup Provides Solutions 
to Farmers' Challenges 
Ÿ British Council Grant for Covenant, KWASU to 
Scale Up Hebron Startup Lab, Entrepreneurship 
Centre 
Ÿ NIEEE Commends Covenant,  Honours 
Professor Atayero with the Distinguished 
Communica t ions  Engineer ' s  Award  of 
Excellence 
Ÿ Covenant Ranks 301+ in 2019 THE University 
Impact Rankings 
Ÿ The Power of a Vision: Covenant's Research 
Output Increases by 906.36% 
Ÿ AfDB Launches Coding for Employment Centre 
in Covenant 
Ÿ Several Reputable Foreign Scholars Join 
Covenant as International Visiting Scholars 
Ÿ Covenant Ranks No. 6 in Africa in Times Higher 
Education (THE) World University Rankings 
Ÿ Covenant emerged 151st at the 2019 Times 
Higher Education Emerging Economies Summit 
2019 
Ÿ Covenant Sets New Record, Crosses 1,000 
Publications for the Year 2018! 
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2018
Ÿ C o v e n a n t  Wi n s  O u t s t a n d i n g  Te r t i a r y 
Educational Learning Environment and 
Facilities Award, presented by Proudly Nigeria 
Campaign 
Ÿ Covenant Sets New Record, Again, Crosses 900 
Publications for the Year 2018! 
Ÿ Covenant Wins Maiden Lagos Debate Open 
Ÿ Covenant: Youngest Nigerian Varsity in 2019 
THE Subject Ranking 
Ÿ Professor AAA. Atayero inducted Honourary 
F e l l o w  o f  t h e  C h a r t e r e d  I n s t i t u t e  o f 
Administration (CIA). 
Ÿ Covenant enters THE Subject Rankings for the 
first time and ranks 501+ in Business and 
Economics. Emerges 501-600 in Engineering 
subject ranking 
Ÿ Covenant: Number 1 Nigerian Varsity by 
Publication Volume in 2018! 
Ÿ Covenant Enters Top 10 List of Nigerian 
Institutions by Publication Volume since 
Inception 
Ÿ Covenant Tops List of 10 Africa Centres of 
Excellence in Nigeria. The University's Centre is 
the Africa Centre of Excellence in Applied 
Informatics and Communication 
Ÿ VC Wins Distinguished Leadership Award at the 
1st African International Conference on 
Industrial  Engineering and Operations 
Management (IEOM) 
Ÿ Covenant Sets New Record, Crosses 800 
Publications for the Year 2018 and 3,000 Since 
Inception! 
Ÿ Covenant Breaks into World Universities 
Ranking, Now Best Varsity in Nigeria. Ranks 
601-800 in the Times Higher Education (THE) 
World University Rankings 
Ÿ Covenant Graduates, Most Employed in Nigeria 
Again! (By STUTERN) 
Ÿ VC Wins Outstanding Educator Award at the 3rd 
North American International Conference on 
Industrial  Engineering and Operations 
Management in Washington, DC, USA. 
Ÿ Covenant  Bags Excel lence in  Qual i ty 
Entrepreneurship Education Award. by The 
Entrepreneurship and Empowerment Initiative 
of Nigeria (TEEiN) 
Ÿ Covenant, Champion of 6th All-Nigeria 
Universities Debating Championship 
Ÿ Covenant Wins 2018 United Nations General 
Assembly (UNGA) Global People's Summit, for 
Best Presentation on How Sustainable 
Developments Goals (SDGs) could be Realised 
Ÿ Covenant Selected to Host African Development 
Covenant, 1st Runner-up at the 2021 National  Inter-Quiz Competition for Chemical Engineering Stdents
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Bank's Center of Excellence! 
Ÿ 40% of Top 20 Authors in Nigeria from 
Covenant! 
Ÿ Covenant Partners with NUC on 1st Directory of 
Full Professors in Nigerian Universities 
Ÿ Two Covenant Faculty Listed on Africa Advisory 
Committee within Social Science One Facebook 
Initiative 
Ÿ Covenant, Faculty Dominate Multidisciplinary 
Research in Nigeria 
Ÿ Covenant's Institutional Collaborations Up by 
200% 
Ÿ Covenant Leads Again at CODET National 
Engineering Competition. Wins 1st and 2nd 
positions in Singles Category of the Engineering 
Students' Competition 
Ÿ Covenant's New Graduate, Miss Olutomi 
Esuruoso, Bags £10, 000 Scholarship from Leeds 
University 
Ÿ Covenant Graduate's (Dickson Nsofor) Digital 
Financial Service Solution Start-up Raises $12m 
in Record Time 
Ÿ The Nigerian Private University Games 
Association (NPUGA) Names Covenant Private 
Varsity with Best Sports Facilities 
Ÿ Covenant Faculty, Professor Francis Idachaba, 
Wins NCC Research Fellowship Award
Ÿ C ovenant  Accountancy  S tudents  Gain 
Exemption from 11 ICAN Subjects 
Ÿ International Student, Sean Miles Rajman, 
Relishes Internship at Covenant University
Ÿ Covenant University Wins National Model 
United Nations Awards 
Ÿ Covenant's International Office and Linkages 
attracts a 276,000-dollar grant 
Ÿ Covenant Faculty, Dr Ada Peter, wins NAFSA's 
Global Dialogue Fellows Award 
Ÿ APCON Inducts 80 Students of Covenant 
University into Professional Advertising 
Ÿ Covenant Researchers Receive Patent Rights for 
8 Inventions 
Ÿ Covenant Pawka Beverage Emerges First 
Position at Technology Expo 2018 
Ÿ Covenant Publication Most Cited in SAJE in 
December 2017
Ÿ Covenant Remains 2nd on Webometrics 
Ranking
Ÿ Covenant Faculty, Professor David Olukanni, 
Wins EESC-A Scholar Position in University of 
Toronto
Ÿ C o v e n a n t  R e s e a r c h  T e a m  W i n s 
CODESRIA/MRI Grant
Ÿ Covenant Student, Miss Naomi Ekpoki 
Onesenema,Wins 2017 Future Africa Leaders 
Award Star Prize 
Ÿ Covenant Student, Miss Chinaemerem Peculiar 
Ubani, Wins NIMN/Unilever Best Marketing 
Student Award 
Ÿ Covenant Graduate, Mr. Weje Praise, Launches 
Digital Marketplace to Ease Employment 
2017
Ÿ Covenant Wins Nigeria Media Award for 
Employment, Job Creation at the '2017 Nigeria 
Media Award for Employment and Job Creation' 
by Gidijobs
Ÿ Covenant wins Best Use of Technology Award at 
the 3rd edition of the Nigeria Technology Awards 
Ÿ Professor AAA. Atayero Elected Fellow 
Institute of Management Consultants 
Ÿ Covenant Wins Big at National CODET 
Competition Finals
Ÿ Covenant Remains Most Preferred Private 
University among Nigerian Students. According 
to report obtained and carefully computed and 
analysed by the Economic Intelligence magazine 
from the Joint Admissions and Matriculation 
Board (JAMB)
Ÿ Covenant University Wins Best Private 
University 2017 Award, presented by the Lagos 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
Ÿ Professor Atayero Conferred with Science 
Association Fellowship, by the Council of 
Science Association of Nigeria (SAN)
Ÿ Covenant Enactus Team Emerges Second Best at 
National Championship 
Ÿ Covenant PhD Students Excel at ICAN 
Colloquium
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Ÿ Covenant Graduate, Mr Seunla Osinowo, Launches 
Web App on Choice of Universities, Courses 
Ÿ Covenant Tops Most Employable Graduates List by 
STUTERN, for 2016 
Ÿ Covenant Faculty, Dr Angela Eni and her student, 
Miss Oluwaseunnlafunmi Oke, developed Rapid 
DNA Isolation Method
Ÿ Industrial Relations and Human Resource 
Management Students Excel in CIPM Exams
Ÿ Covenant Student, Dominic Onyeka Dominic, 
Wins 2017 SUSI Fellowship, Heads to US for Five 
Weeks
Ÿ Covenant University Emerges 3rd Position at 
Innovation Expo 2017
Ÿ Covenant University Remains Best Private 
University, courtesy of her position in the latest 
edition of Webometrics Rankings.
2016
Ÿ Covenant Graduate, Princess Chinyere Offor, Tops 
Class in Uniport Master's Programme
Ÿ 17 Covenant Students get CIPM Professional 
Certification 
Ÿ Covenant Faculty, Professor James Omoleye and 
Dr Victor Matthews, Develop Vehicle Speed 
Limiters 
Ÿ Covenant Student,  Anuoluwapo Temilola 
Oyenuga, Wins Best Architecture Graduate Award 
of the Female Architects of Nigeria (FAN) 
Ÿ Award of Excellence to the Vice-Chancellor, 
Professor AAA. Atayero by the Nigerian 
Society of Engineers, Ikeja Branch, for his 
sterling contributions to the Engineering 
profession over the years. (Nov. 2016) 
Ÿ Covenant Student Wins 2016 Female 
Archi tec t s  o f  Niger ia  ( FA N )  Bes t 
Architecture Graduate Award 
Ÿ Covenant Enactus Emerges 2nd Runner-Up 
at 2016 National Championship
Ÿ Covenant University wins Best Use of 
Technology Award (Private University 
Category)at 2nd Nigeria Technology Awards 
organised by Technology Avenue, a leading 
technology, multimedia, events and 
entertainment management Organisation 
(November)
Ÿ Raw Materials Research and Development 
Council (RMFDC)/Nigerian Universities 
R e s e a r c h  a n d  D e v e l o p m e n t  F a i r 
(NURESDEF) Awards.
Ÿ African Private University of the Year 
(2015) by African Leadership Magazine 
Group (March).
Ÿ Congressional Commendation of the State 
of Georgia US Legislative Black Caucus for 
pioneering excellence and innovation in 
tertiary education  in Africa (March).   
Covenant Enactus wins the International Sustainable Campus Network ISCN Award for its Pet City Project
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Ÿ No.1 Private University in Nigeria and 
Second Overall Best University in Nigeria on 
the  Webomet r i c  Rank ing  o f  Wor ld 
Universities (February).
Ÿ The Research Excellence Award at the 
Nigerian Higher Education Summit, 2016
Ÿ The First Prize Award in 2016 Coastline 
Worship Centre Design Competition by 
RCCG.
Ÿ A Covenant University Graduate Tops Class 
in Uniport Master's Programme, 2016
Ÿ A Covenant University Graduate won the 
Female Architects of Nigeria (FAN) Best 
Student Award, 2016.
Ÿ The Best Engineering Graduate of the Year by 
COREN, 2016
Ÿ A Covenant University graduate was elected 
2016 Valedictorian Speaker at INSEAD 
MBA (INSEAD is currently the No1 
Business School in the world).
2015
Ÿ The No. 1 University in Nigeria and West 
Africa, and No. 15 in Africa in the February, 
2015  Webometrics Ranking of World 
Universities.
Ÿ Ranked No. 1 in Web of Repositories in 
Nigeria and West Africa (2015)
Ÿ The Best in Presidential Special Scholarship 
Scheme for Innovation and Development 
(PRESSID) for first-class graduates in 
Nigerian universities, 2015.  Accounting for 
10% of all successful candidates each year.
Ÿ The university with the highest listing of 
leading Nigerian scientists. CU produced 78 
National Association of Science and Research Award Lebanon presents a special prize to 
Covenant University, for promoting Research and Innovation for Development in Nigeria   
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 SOME OF OUR INTERNATIONAL LINKAGE PARTNERS 
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Covenant University Community deeply appreciates your presence and 
thparticipation in this 15  Convocation Ceremony. As we look ahead to 
the future, we will always remember this day for having you as a 
witness to this historic event. We wish you safe journey back to your 
destination. God bless you.  Amen!
Professor Abiodun H. Adebayo
Vice-Chancellor 
On behalf of Management, Faculty, 
Staff and Students of Covenant University 
The entire Covenant University Community wishes 
to acknowledge and appreciate some individuals 
and corporate bodies  who have partnered with us 
thon the occasion of our 15  Convocation Ceremony. 
May the good Lord bless and be with you always.
MEMBERS OF 2020 CONVOCATION PLANNING COMMITTEE
1. Dr. Osibanjo, Omotayo A.  - Chair
2. Prof. Ogbulogo, Charles 
3. Dr. Amodu, Lanre
4. Dr. Eni, Angela
5. Dr. Peter, Ada Sonia
6. Pastor Audu, Sam 
7. Mr. Okubanjo, Babalola  
8. Mrs. Amuleya, Oluwaseun 
9. Miss. Ayeni, Kemi
10. Dr. Emebo, Onyeka
11. Engr. Durand, Oluwaseun
12. Prof. Omonhinmin, Conrad
13. Prof. Adeniji, Anthonia A.
14. Dr. Odunayo, Isaac
15. Dr. Falola, Hezekiah 
16. Dr. Adetiloye, Kehinde 
17. Dr. Aduwo, Bridgette 
18. Dr. George, Tayo
19. Dr. Oni, Samuel
20. Dr. Omeje, Maxwell
21. Mr. John, Philip 
22. Engr. Seidu, Peter 
23. Mr. Attat, Emmanuel
24. Mr. Dairo, Olusegun
25. Mr. Igba, Henry 
26. Mrs. Tobi-David, Regina 
27. Mrs. Omidiora, Abiola
28. Mrs. Igba, Joy
29. Mr. Muyiwa, Vincent
30. Mr. Abatan, Cornelius
31. Dr. Chimuanya, Lily
32. Mrs. Benson, Adegbemisola
33. Dr. Chidozie, Felix
34. Dr. Okagbue, Hilary I.
35. Dr. Edeki, Sunday O.   
36. Dr. Rotimi, Solomon
37. Dr. Akinnola, Olayemi 
38. Mr. Yartey, Darlynton 
39. Mrs. Coker, Shola
40. Dr. Anake, Winifred - Secretary
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